BRUGA VON KRIEGERHAUS: German Shepherd Dog CD, KH, LavH I, TT, SCH I, KH, AD, SAR K9, CGC, AA, AG I
Handler: Bev Peabody, CA OES
Disaster Certified: CA Rescue Dog Association, KH

Bruga, a SAR dog extraordinaire. A true working dog certified in wilderness, evidence, avalanche, cadaver, and disaster.

He was an outstanding disaster dog, with numerous live finds in the Mexico City Earthquake of 1985 as well as numerous deceased. His favorite job: locating someone who thought they could hide from him in the rubble.

Bruga had advanced agility titles: Schutzhund I degree, avalanche degree, CGC, temperament test certificate (TT), KH, endurance certificate (AD) and CD. He sired many working dogs, police canines and personal protection dogs.